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The negative effects of pathogen-infected prey on predators:
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Synthesis

Intra-guild predation (IGP) – where a top predator (IGPred) consumes both a basal resource and a competitor for that
resource (IGPrey) – has become a fundamental part of understanding species interactions and community dynamics.
IGP communities composed of intraguild predators and prey have been well studied; however, we know less about IGP
communities composed of predators, pathogens, and resources. Resource quality plays an important role in community
dynamics and may influence IGP dynamics as well. We conducted a meta-analysis on predator–pathogen–resource
communities to determine whether resource quality mediated by the pathogen affected predator life-history traits and
if these effects met the theoretical constraints of IGP communities. To do this, we summarized results from studies that
investigated the use of predators and pathogens to control insect pests. In these systems, the predators are the IGPred and
pathogens are the IGPrey. We found that consumer longevity, fecundity, and survival decreased by 26%, 31% and 13%
respectively, when predators consumed pathogen-infected prey, making the infected prey a low quality resource. Predators
also significantly preferred healthy prey over infected prey. When we divided consumers by enemy type, strict predators (e.g.
wolf spiders) had no preference while parasitoids preferred healthy prey. Our results suggest that communities containing
parasitoids and pathogens may rarely exhibit intraguild predation; whereas, communities composed of strict predators and
pathogens are more likely dominated by IGP dynamics. In these latter communities, the consumption of low and high
quality resources suggests that IGP communities composed of strict predators, pathogens and prey should naturally persist,
supporting IGP theory.
We investigated how consuming pathogen-infected prey influence important life-history parameters of insect
predators. Pathogens are used in a variety of biocontrol programs, especially to control crop pests. We found
that true predators (i.e. wolf spiders) have no preference for healthy or infected prey and have reduced fecundity,
survival and longevity consuming infected prey. However, parasitoids avoided infected prey when possible. In
biocontrol programs with multiple control agents, parasitoids and pathogens would do a better job controlling
pests as predators would reduce the amount of pathogen available and have reduced fitness from consuming
infected prey. However, theory suggests that true predators, prey and pathogens may coexist long term.

Top–down interactions play a vital role controlling population dynamics at lower trophic levels (Paine 1980,
Power et al. 1985, Kohler and Hoiland 2001, Schmitz
and Suttle 2001). Typically, these interactions consist of a
predator consuming its prey or a pathogen consuming its
host. Historically, studies that allowed for multiple predators in a community assumed they acted as competitors
(Griffiths and Holling 1969, Bazykin et al. 1981, Creel
and Creel 1996); however, predators and pathogens may
affect community dynamics through intraguild predation
(IGP). IGP interactions between predators have been well
studied empirically (Rosenheim et al. 1993, Browne and
Rasmussen 2013) and synthesized through meta-analyses (Vance-Chalcraft et al. 2007, Mooney et al. 2010).
These studies suggest that the effects of the predator on
the resource vary across ecosystems and the species of the
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predator. While Thomas et al. (2006) suggested that parasitoids and pathogens interact through IGP, few studies have
set out to directly test this hypothesis. The importance of
parasites for understanding community ecology and structure has recently been recognized; however, it is still a major
gap in the literature (Johnson et al. 2010, Thieltges et al.
2013, Lafferty et al. 2008). Macro-parasites have received
some attention (Rohr et al. 2015), though micro-parasites
or pathogens have not been well considered.
Previous theoretical work on within generation dynamics, shows that predators under most circumstances should
consume parasitized prey (Lafferty 1992). However, Lafferty
(1992) only considered parasites that are trophically-transmitted (i.e. when the infected prey represent a secondary
host of the parasite). Yet, a large number of parasites, both
macro- and micro-, are consumed concomitantly with the

prey and the parasites are not transmitted to the predator
(Johnson et al. 2010). Additionally, Lafferty (1992) assumed
that parasites do not alter the energetic value of the prey.
This may not always hold true since parasites may affect the
energy gained from consuming infected prey compared to
non-infected prey (Thieltges et al. 2013). Changes in the
energetic value of the prey, in turn, may affect the predator’s
foraging behavior as well as important life-history metrics
(e.g. fecundity and survival).
Theory predicts that predator choice and behavior, along
with prey quality (e.g. pathogen-infected or healthy), are
important in determining IGP community structure (Holt
and Polis 1997, Borer et al. 2007, Mooney et al. 2010,
Sieber and Hilker 2011). Empirical evidence examining the
impacts of predator choice and host quality on the interactions between predators and pathogens is currently lacking. However, there are a considerable number of studies
showing the short-term impacts of predator choice and host
quality on the intraguild predator fitness and associated lifehistory traits (e.g. predator life-span) in agricultural systems.
By examining how predator behavior and life-history traits
may change due to interactions with pathogens specific to
the prey, we can gain greater insight into IGP community
dynamics.
In general, IGP communities consist of three main
players: an intraguild predator (IGPred), an intraguild prey
(IGPrey), and a basal resource (Fig. 1). In agricultural systems
specifically, many biocontrol programs use a combination
of predators and pathogens, creating predator–pathogen–
resource IGP communities (Poland et al. 2007). The experiments investigating these biocontrol programs provide
information on how a single pathogen influences life-history
traits of a single, non-target predator. These experiments
isolate the IGP interaction without having to separate
the various components of a community into simplified
community modules (Holt and Polis 1997). Thus, a metaanalysis of these single IGP systems will allow us to make
generalizations about how resource quality influences IGP
interactions.
In this study, we used a meta-analytical approach to
synthesize empirical work on how prey quality influences

Predator

Infected
prey
Prey

Figure 1. A diagram of interacting enemies described by intraguild
predation (IGP) including a predator (IGPred), a pathogen (IGPrey),
and a prey resource. Arrows represent the conversion of biomass.
Here, the IGPrey is represented by an infected prey. The lower black
curved arrow represents infected prey that clear the pathogen and
become healthy prey. The IGPred can consume either infected prey
or healthy prey. The pathogen can only infect healthy prey. Adapted
from Borer et al. 2007.

predator behavioral and life-history traits in pathogendriven IGP communities consisting of predators, pathogens and prey. Since most field experiments do not run
long enough to investigate long-term population dynamics,
we were limited to life-history responses within a generation. We further focused our efforts on crop pest insects as
resources, infected pest insects as IGPrey, and their predators
as IGPred (Fig. 1), given the plethora of studies available and
the degree to which these studies are able to isolate IGP
interactions (Supplementary material Appendix l Table A1).
In agricultural ecosystems, a great deal of research is focused
on economically costly pests and controlling them (King
and Saunders 1984, Moscardi 1999, Williams et al. 2013).
While our study contains four orders of insect pests, many
of these pests are contained within Lepidoptera whose members are frequently preyed upon by predators and pathogens
alike (Clark et al. 1994, Moscardi 1999, Liu et al. 2014).
We predict that infected resources would reduce longevity,
fecundity, and survival of the IGPred. We also predicted that
predators would prefer healthy prey to infected prey across
predator and pathogen types; as infected prey represent low
quality resources. Our results show that lowered resource
quality reduces life-history metrics such as lifespan and
fecundity of the IGPred, which can have important consequences for disease dynamics and IGP interactions.

Material and methods
Literature search
We searched the ISI Web of Knowledge database (ending
November 2015) for the following Keywords: “virus insect
predator”, “fungus insect predator”, “virus insect parasitoid”
and “fungus insect parasitoid” (see Supplementary material
Appendix 1 Table A4 for a list of studies used). Bacterial
studies were not included for two reasons, 1) the majority
focus on crops containing Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) in their
genome and thus do not represent IGP communities and 2)
the majority of non-Bt studies focus on bacterial pathogens
that are in some way symbiotic with their hosts (e.g. studies
on the effects of Wolbachia) (Xie et al. 2014, Furihata et al.
2015). We restricted our analysis to studies that included
a predator or parasitoid in the presence of both an inherently lethal pathogen-infected (treatment) and healthy prey
(control). We excluded pathogens that do not regularly
kill their hosts. Using these data we were able to compare
the effects of consuming healthy prey versus infected prey
on predator and parasitoid life-history parameters. We
also included cross-citations from the studies chosen that
included a consumer exposed to pathogen-infected prey.
To conduct the meta-analysis, we included studies
(N  50) that investigated arthropod predation of crop
pests that reported mean, standard errors and sample sizes.
We combined all consumer and pathogen types within
each life-history trait. Then we categorized the studies by
pathogen type (virus or fungus) and finally consumer type
(strict predator or parasitoid). Using each of the above categories (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A2), we
analyzed whether there were differences in each of the traits
considered.
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In our systematic literature review, we searched for studies
that compared the influence of infected and healthy insect
crop pests on non-target consumer life-history parameters
(i.e. longevity, development, fecundity and survival) that
influence realized fitness (Roitberg et al. 2001). We also
examined predator preference when presented with healthy
and infected prey. For each study, we compared control to
treatment groups. Control groups of IGPred were exposed
to healthy prey while the treatment groups were exposed to
pathogen-infected prey. Each life-history parameter of the
IGPred was defined a priori as follows. We defined the development time as the mean time from egg to adult or mean time
from the nymph to the adult stage. Longevity was quantified
as mean life-span from egg or nymphal stage to death. Fecundity was the mean number of eggs produced. To quantify survival, we extracted the mean number of consumers surviving
after two weeks. Finally, we defined the IGPred choice as the
mean number of infected prey chosen compared to the mean
number of healthy prey chosen. In addition to these means,
we also collected standard deviations and sample sizes. Many
studies focused on one of the above traits, however, a few
studies focused on two or more. If each life-history trait was
tested independently, than they were included in our metaanalysis; if they were not independent we randomly chose
only one life-history trait from a single experiment.
Data analysis
To standardize data reported in different scales or magnitudes, we calculated Hedges’ d weighted average metrics
using means, standard deviations, and samples sizes from
each study (Rosenberg et al. 2000). Hedges’ d incorporates
overestimate-bias, working well for small sample sizes in
meta-analyses (N  5). Mean effect sizes were considered
small in the range from 0.2–0.4; moderate effects ranged
from 0.4–0.7; strong effects ranged from 0.7–1.0 (Cohen
1992, Gaskin and Happell 2013). Any results with a mean
effect size greater than 1.0 were considered very strong
(Cohen 1992, Gaskin and Happell 2013).
We calculated Hedges’ d for each study, i, as:
E

C

Xi − Xi
di =
Ji
S
E

(1)
C

where X i is the mean of the treatment and X i is the mean
of the control group. S is the pooled standard deviation of
the control and experimental groups for each study within a
treatment. Ji incorporates overestimate-bias by standardizing
for small sample sizes such that:
3
Ji = 1 −
(2)
C
4 ( N i + N iE − 2 ) − 1
where N iC is the number of replicates in the control and
N iE is the number of replicates in the experimental treatment for study i (Gurevitch and Hedges 1993). The variance
in Hedges’ di is defined as:
vd i =

N iC + N iE
d i2
+
C
E
C
Ni Ni
2 ( N i + N iE )

(3)

We used Hedges’ di values and variances to calculate the
overall mean effect size, E :
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M

E=

∑w d
i =1
M

i

i

(4)

∑w
i =1

i

where wi is 1/vdi and M is the total number of studies. This
value describes the direction (i.e. positive or negative) and
the strength of the effect. The mean effect size is expressed
as the number of standard deviations from the experimental
treatment to the control. We considered treatments significant when their 95% confidence intervals did not overlap
zero and the absolute value of the mean effect size was greater
than 0.2 (Rosenberg et al. 2000).
All analyses were conducted using MetaWin 2.1
(Rosenberg et al. 2000). If the confidence interval did not
overlap zero, we used Rosenthal’s value (NR) to determine if
results were robust. This measure calculates the number of
insignificant studies with mean effect size of zero needed to
render our results insignificant at the 0.05 level (Rosenberg
et al. 2000). We calculated Rosenthal’s value as:
2


 N
 ∑ Z ( pi )
i =1
−N
NR =
Z α2

(5)

where Z(pi) is defined as the individual Z score for each
Hedges’ di and Za is the associated one-tail Z score with
a  0.05 (Rosenberg et al. 2000). We consider Rosenthal’s
number to be robust if NR  5M  10 (Stiling and Cornelissen 2005). That is, we would still have significant results if
more than five times the number of published studies were
unpublished due to insignificant results.
While Hedges’ d incorporates a standard overestimatebias for small sample sizes, we also used trim and fill
analyses which can effectively evaluate publication bias in
meta-analyses (Duval and Tweedie 2000). Using this method
allowed us to assess the number of missing studies due to
publication bias against null results (Supplementary material
Appendix 1 Table A1).
Data deposition
Data available from the Dryad Digital Repository: < http://
dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.9ht4g > (Flick et al. 2016).

Results
Resource quality had a significant effect on the fitness of
the consumer. Pathogen infection reduced consumer longevity by 26%, fecundity by 31%, and survival by 13%
(Fig. 2, gray triangles). When given a choice between
healthy and infected prey, consumers chose pathogeninfected prey 28% less often (Fig. 2, gray triangles). Development time was not significantly longer in consumers
exposed to infected prey with the 95% confidence intervals overlapping zero (Fig. 2, gray triangles). Overall, the
IGPred decreased in survival, longevity, and produced fewer
offspring when they consumed pathogen-infected prey
(Fig. 2, gray triangles).

Figure 2. The effect of pathogen type on life history of the IGPred. Mean effect sizes and 95% confidence bars for the influence of virusinfected prey (black points) and fungus-infected prey (open points) compared to healthy prey on consumer life history traits. Combined
fungus and virus results are shown in gray triangles. Cross symbols above the individual points represent robust results based on Rosenthal’s
fail safe number (NR). NR is the hypothetical number of unpublished studies with null results necessary to create a non-significant result.
Specific Rosenthal’s values can be found in Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A3.

When analyzing the data by pathogen type, fungusinfected prey caused a 5% increase in developmental time
and a 22% reduction in longevity of the IGPred (Fig. 2, open
points). Fungus-infected prey did not influence fecundity,
survival, or choice. Prey infected with viruses caused a 29%
decrease in longevity, a 32% decrease in fecundity, and a 30%
reduction in survival of the IGPred (Fig. 2, black points). The
IGPred chose healthy prey 29% more often than virus-infected
prey (Fig. 2, black points). When examining the effects on different types of intraguild predators, virus-infected prey did not
affect development of predators or parasitoids (Supplementary
material Table A2). Clearly, virus-infected prey were driving
the combined effect seen in Fig. 2 with respect to development
and fecundity. However, virus- and fungus-infected prey both
lowered consumer fitness, albeit in different ways.

Differences in various life-history metrics also depended
upon whether the IGPred was a strict predator or a parasitoid. Parasitoids had a 22% decrease in longevity and a 32%
decrease in fecundity when parasitizing pathogen-infected
prey compared to healthy prey (Fig. 3, black points). Parasitoids also chose healthy prey 31% more often compared
to prey infected with pathogens. Pathogen-infected prey
did not influence parasitoid development or survival. For
strict predators, pathogen-infected prey caused a 33%
reduction in longevity, a 38% reduction in fecundity, and
a 45% decrease in survival (Fig. 3, open points). However, there was no influence of pathogen-infected prey on
predator development or choice. The largest overall effects
were on strict predator fitness in general and parasitoid
choice.

Figure 3.The effect of the IGPrey on life history traits of predators and parasitoids. Predators and parasitoids responded differently when
comparing survival and choice of infected prey to healthy prey. Mean effect sizes and 95% CIs of life history parameters of predators (open
points) or parasitoids (black points) consuming infected prey compared to healthy prey. Combined predator type results are shown in gray
triangles. Note, the gray triangles are the same as those in Fig. 2 and are show for comparison. Cross symbols above the individual points
represent robust results based on Rosenthal’s fail safe number (NR). NR is the hypothetical number of unpublished studies with null results
necessary to create a non-significant result. Specific Rosenthal’s values can be found in Supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A3.
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Discussion
Infected prey clearly represent a poor resource regardless
of infection type (Fig. 2), and predators respond to those
infected prey in different ways (Fig. 3). For instance, parasitoids preferred healthy prey, while non-parasitoid, or strict,
predators did not exhibit a preference for or against healthy
prey. Thus, the type of predator affected whether or not IGP
occurs in a community. The type of IGP dynamics, in turn,
will have important consequences for whether the predators increase or decrease pathogen spread in the community
(Rohr et al. 2015) and may have both short and long-term
consequences for community dynamics.
Strict predators passively interact with pathogens through
IGP (Fig. 1). In fact, pathogens can cause prey to be more
readily captured, thus increasing the likelihood of a community exhibiting IGP dynamics (Thomas et al. 2006). This
may often be the case if the energy gain from easier to capture
prey outweighs the cost of nutrient loss due to suboptimal
prey (Holmes and Bethel 1972). Predators may also consume
pathogen-infected prey if they are unable to identify a prey
item as infected. In terms of community dynamics, predators may remove pathogens from the environment (Roy et al.
1998); however, the predator may defecate viable pathogen
(Beekman 1980, Biever et al. 1982, Bruck and Lewis 2002),
thus increasing the number of infected resources (Cáceres
et al. 2009). The importance of the nutritional value of
infected prey, the energetic consequences of consuming
infected prey, and increasing or decreasing pathogen availability in the community are important topics that require
further investigation (Johnson et al. 2010) and are likely to
vary among predators and pathogens.
Parasitoids may be either the IGPred or the IGPrey (Hochberg
et al. 1990, Thomas et al. 2006). They are the IGPrey when
pathogens kill a parasitized host before the parasitoid can
complete development (Furlong and Pell 1996, Thomas
et al. 2006), and are the IGPred if they finish development in
the host, thus reducing the amount of host available or even
killing the pathogen (Pell et al. 1997, Packer et al. 2003).
However, as parasitoids avoid infected prey (Fig. 3), IGP
interactions are likely rare in a parasitoid–pathogen-resource
community. Instead, the community will simply consist of
a predator and a pathogen competing for a shared resource
and would not constitute an IGP community, though this
may increase pathogen spread (Rohr et al. 2015).
Predator behavior is also important for shaping the
interactions in a predator–pathogen IGP community.
Rosenheim et al. (1995) showed that predators had varying
levels of preference for parasitized larvae (i.e. lower preference: Brodeur and McNeil 1992, no preference: Hoelmer
et al. 1994, higher preference: Ruberson et al. 1991). As
suggested by Hochberg et al. (1990), consumers of pathogen-infected prey respond in a like manner (i.e. lower preference: Pell and Vandenberg 2002, no preference: Roy and
Holt 2008, higher preference: Thomas et al. 2006). In general, we showed that parasitoids prefer healthy prey while
strict predators, on average, do not prefer healthy or infected
prey (Fig. 3). This result has important consequences for
whether an IGP community can be maintained or if one
or more members will be excluded (Vance-Chalcraft et al.
2007). Using IGP theory and experimental evidence to
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understand when a pathogen acting as a biocontrol agent is
excluded through prey release rather than suppression will
reduce wasted effort as those communities would collapse
into simple predator–prey systems (Holt and Polis 1997,
Vance-Chalcraft et al. 2007).
IGPred preference as well as IGPrey behavior can also affect
both short-term and long-term dynamics of a community.
Rohr et al. (2015), using a trematode–amphibian system,
showed that the IGPred of the host and the free-living parasite
decrease infection rates in the host to a lesser extent than
a predator that only consumes the parasite. The system’s
response to the IGPred is driven by changes in host density
via density-mediated indirect effects and host behavior via
trait-mediated indirect effects. This can have important
consequences for IGP communities and the introduction
of potential biocontrol agents in agricultural systems. For
instance, using a predator that does not discriminate against
infected prey would drive the pathogen locally extinct.
IGP theory also predicts that increased habitat complexity increases long-term stability (Janssen et al. 2007), and
empirical studies support this prediction (Finke and Denno
2002, Okuyama 2008). Resources that become infected
often change their movement behavior (Vasconcelos et al.
1996). As the pathogen spreads through a population, differential movement of infected and healthy individuals may
set up a spatial mosaic such that certain parts of the landscape are dominated by either low or high quality prey items.
This shifting mosaic may allow for long-term IGP stability
on a larger spatial scale. Long-term studies investigating
IGP stability in these communities will elucidate important
consequences for disease dynamics.
Previous theoretical work on short-term dynamics
showed that predators should readily consume parasiteinfected prey if the cost of a potential infection for the
predator is low and catchability of the prey is high (Lafferty
1992). However, the model assumed that infected prey
were trophically-transmitted and did not differ in quality.
For our study, the parasites were concomitantly consumed
and are lower quality as evidenced by changes in various
life-history metrics, especially for strict predators. These
metrics represent proxies for what may happen under field
conditions; however, they are not direct measurements of
a predator’s response to the environment when presented
with a landscape of non-infected and infected prey. For
instance, we do not have enough information on differences in overall attack rate and handling time between
infected and non-infected prey (but see Jiang et al. 2011).
Our results point to the need to better understand how
changes in foraging strategies in the field will affect both
short-term and long-term dynamics from an empirical and
theoretical perspective.
We focused our attention on communities made up of
crop pests and their natural enemies. Given that these communities are simplified and potentially novel systems (Altieri
and Letourneau 1982, Swift and Anderson 1994), they
may not reflect the complexities of other ecological systems.
However, to understand how intraguild predation influences
more complex communities, it is necessary to start with communities where specific interactions can be directly observed
and tested. These tractable systems also represent a sub-set
of natural communities or community modules (Holt and

Polis 1997), which are often the focus of research in nonagricultural systems. These communities isolate predators and
pathogens and may yet hold more insights for future work.
Theory and empirical evidence suggest that resource
quality affects long-term stability of an intraguild predation
community. Given that resource quality affects both behavioral and life-history traits of consumers, resource quality
can clearly decrease the fecundity and survival of the IGPred
over a short time scale, such as that of an experiment. While
the long-term effects are unknown, we can speculate that the
short-term impacts arising from changes in resource quality
will have important consequences for system stability. Longterm experiments are still needed to better understand the
impacts of resource quality on IGP dynamics.
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